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Abstract—The reaction kinetics and mechanism that
control the conversion of (Bi J»b)2Sr2CaCu2Oz (Bi-2212) +
alkaline earth cuperates to (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oy (Bi-2223)
in silver-clad wires were investigated as a function of
equilibration temperature and time at a fixed oxygen partial
pressure (7.5% O2). Measured values for the fractional
conversion of Bi-2223 versus time have been evaluated based
on the Avrami equation. SEM and TEM studies of partially
and fully converted wires have revealed that (1) the growth of
Bi-2223 is two-dimensional and controlled by a diffusion
process, (2) liquid phases are present during pan of the Bi-
2212 -> Bi-2223 conversion, and (3) segregation of the second
phases occurs in early time domains of die reaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is now well known that the thermomechanical
processing parameters have dramatic effects on the final
electrical performance of silver-clad Bi-2223 superconducting
wires [1,2]. An optimized microstructure. which tends to be
defined as well-aligned Bi-2223 platelets with a uniform
dispersion of non-superconducting second phases, can give rise
to high critical current values of more than 50,000 A/cm2 at
77 K in zero field [3]. However, synthesis of the ideal
microstructure is difficult due to the complex phase chemistry
involved in the concession reaction. Moreover, the Bi-2223
only forms within a narrow temperature region and the
presence of a liquid phase is found essential for the growth of
the Bi-2223 phase [4,5].

An understanding of the phase chemistry and reaction
kinetics is of obvious importance for controlling
microstructure and hence achieving high current densities in
these materials. In this paper, we report a detailed
investigation of phase evolution and microstructure
development during the transformation of Bi-2212 + second
phases (sc) -> Bi-2223. We also analyze the growth kinetics
of Bi-2223 by the Avrami equation and examine the role of
the liquid phase on the phase formation and microstructure
development

n. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Precursor powders having a composition of
Bi1.70Pbo.34Sr1.91Ca2.03Cu3.O6Oy were loaded into silver
tubes and processed into wires using established metallurgical
forming techniques [2]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements
on the powders revealed that Bi-2212 was the major phase
with no diffraction peaks due to Bi-2223. The tape samples
used in the experiments were typically 8 mm wide, 0.25 mm
thick, and -25 mm long. They were heat-treated in a stainless
steel chamber surrounded by a rcsistively-heated furnace with

three independently programmable heating zones [6].
Temperatures were monitored using a calibrated PtfPt-Rh
thermocouple positioned close to the samples and stabilized to
within ± 1°C. Samples were initially kept in a cooled baffle
above the hot zone at temperatures below 50°C, immersed
into the preheated furnace, equilibrated at the chosen
temperature for a fixed time, and quenched in a silicone oil
bath held at room temperature. All experiments were carried
out in 15% oxygen (the balance being nitrogen).

XRD measurements were made on peeled scctjoos of each
quenched tape sample using a Philips difficactometer with Cu
Ka radiation. The fractional conversion, C. of the Bi-2223
phase was calculated on the basis of the XRD intensity ratios
of the (0010)2223 and (008)2212 peaks [73]. The resulting
samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) on a JEOL 35U equipped with an energy-dispersive x-
ray analyzer (EDX) and by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) on a Philips CM30 analytical microscope.

m. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows XRD patterns for samples at different
stages of the reaction. As-processed samples prior to heat
treatment showed broad diffraction peaks (Fig. la), indicating
that the powders became partially amorphous during tape
manufacture. The cfystaUinify of the powder recovered quickly
after annealing for 10 min at which point a majority of Bi-
2212 phase and small amounts of second phases were detected.
The formation of the Bi-2223 phase typically appeared after an
initial induction period of -100 min [Fig. lbj. The reaction
reached completion after annealing for -5300 min, producing
an XRD pattern that could be indexed with a single pseudo-
tetragonal phase of Bi-2223 (a = 0.5408 nm and c = 3.712
nm) [Fig lej.

The equilibrated samples were also probed by EDX in the
polished but unetched state to quantify the stoichiometry of
second phase crystallites in the wire core. Table 1 summarize
the phase relations during the transformation. At least five
phases other than Bi-2212 and Bi-2223 were detected in the
samples and there was a clear preference for formation of (Sr.
Ca)i4Cu24O4i (14/24) and (Ca, SO2CUO3 (2/1) over other
second phases, such as (Ca, Sr)Cu2O3 (1/2). (Ca,Sr)CuO2
(1/1), and CuO. It is interesting to note that the greatest
amounts of the 14/24 phase are present during the mid-to-late
conversion stage of the Bi-2223 formation reaction, indicating
that the 14/24 phase is a by-product of the formation process.
The 2/1 phase is present during the entire conversion process,
however, the amount of this phase seems to decrease as the
reaction continues [9].
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Figure 1. XRD pattens of samples annealed at 82S°C in
7.5%O for (a) 0 min (as-received), (b) 100 min, (c) 500 min,
(d) 1000 min, and (e) 5340 min.

Table 1: phase relations at different stages of the reaction
Time
fmin)

0
10
100
300
500
1000
1700
5340

1/2

X
X
7
X

14/24*

7
?

X
X
X
X
X

1/1*

X
X
X

7
0

7

2/1* CuO SrO

? X
X
X
X
X
X
x ?
X

In order to obtain information concerning the reaction
mechanism, the kinetics of conversion of the Bi-2212 + sc ->
Bi-2223 was analyzed by the Avrami relation for isothermal
phase transformations. The Avrami equation, which has been
successfully used to study the kinetics of phase transformation
in various materials [10], is expressed as follows:

C=l-cxpHkt)n] [1]

where C is the fractional conversion of the Bi-2223 phase, k
is the reaction rate, and n is the Avrami exponent (a parameter
that is dependent on the nature of the reaction mechanism, the
nucleaiion rate, and the geometry of the nuclei). The reaction
rate obeys an Arrhenius type of relation:

k=krje*p(-E/RT) [21

where kn is a constant, E is the activation energy. R is the
universal gas constant, andT is the kelvin temperature.
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Figure 2. plot of the kinetic data using the Avrami equation

Figure 2 shows a plot of !n[-In(l-C)] against Int for
samples annealed at a fixed temperature of 825°C in 7.5% Q2.
The plot shows reasonably good linearity and the Avrami
exponent calculated from the slope of the curve is -1.14.
This exponent value is within the range of Avrami exponents
that correspond to a diffusion-controlled, two-dimensional,
nucleation-growih reaction [10]. This finding is in good
agreement with the results obtained in an early study when we
compared a series of experimentally measured (C,t) values
with various theoretical functions derived for different kinetic
models [7,11]. Subsequent TEM observations of a partially
reacted zone also confirmed the validity of the two-
dimensional reaction model [11].

The activation energy, E. was obtained by plotting ln[-
ln(l-C)] against 1/T [Fig. 3]. The data appear to fall on a pair
of intersecting tines, with the line in the lower temperature
range having a steeper slope that indicates a higher activation
energy than the line in the higher temperature range. One
possible interpretation that has been proposed [] is that the
conversion rate in the temperature sector below the crossing



point (~820°C) is mainly controlled by a solid-state reaction
(thus a high activation energy), while the rate at higher
temperatures is controlled by a liquid phase reaction having a
much lower activation energy.

9.09 9.13 9.17 9.21 9.25
1/T (10,000/K)

Figure 3. ln(-ln(l-C)) against 1/T for various
temperatures using a fixed annealing time of 1000 min.

SEM observations of samples annealed at lower
temperatures than lhe break point (~820°C) showed a more
uniform microstructure compared with that of samples
annealed at higher temperatures, where second phases tended to
segregate [Fig. 4]. Table 2 gives the phase relations at
different temperatures in the vicinity of the break point. It is
interesting to note that the 14/24 phase is not detected at or
above the spot size limit of the EDX probe {-2 pm) for
samples annealed at temperatures below ~820tlC. This
suggests that the growth and segregation of the 14/24 phase is
prompted by the presence of a liquid phase, which
significantly enhances the diffusion during the phase
transformation process.

Table 2: phase relations in the vicinity of the break point
T(°C>

811
811
825
825
828

V2*

1

14/24*

X
X
X

1/1* 2/1*
X
X

1 X
X
X

CuO SrO
X
%

*(Ca+Sr)/Cu ratio.

IV. SUMMARY

Figure 4. SEM BE images of oil-quenched samples after
annealing for 1000 min at (a) 811°C and (b) 825"C.

The reaction in silver-clad wires containing powders with
initial composition Bi1.7rjPbo.34Sr1.91Ca2.03Cu3.06Oy at
825°C in 7.5% Oa can be generally represented by the
expression:

Bi-2212 + CaiCuOj + CuO ->Bi-2223 + (S

The formation kinetics for this reaction show good
conformance to the Avrami equation and correspond to a
diffusion-controlled, two-dimensional reaction with an Avrami
exponent ~1.14, The presence of a liquid phase apparently
facilitates a more rapid interdif fusion of species and thus leads
to a lower process-related activation energy. However, it is
also noticed that the presence of the liquid phase can cause
segregation of second phases in the system.
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